POIDS APPROXIMATIF / APPROXIMATE WEIGHT : 310 kg SANS PRODUITS / WITHOUT PRODUCTS
ENTRETIEN FILTRE / FILTER MAINTENANCE:

---

DIMENSION: [inch] mm

---

CE PLAN EST LA PROPRIETE DE LA SOCIETE PALAMATIC - IL NE PEUT ÊTRE COPIE OU UTILISE SANS AUTORISATION

---

CYCLONE
VF05

Rue de l'Ecotais
Z.A. de la Croix Rouge
35530 BRECE

CYP
02 90 56 20 61
CYRIL.PICHARD@PALAMATIC.FR
VF05
10 20 45 50

REVISEUR / REVISER

---

CIVIL ENGINEERING WORKS ARE NOT INCLUDED IN PALAMATIC'S SCOPE OF SUPPLY. IT IS THE CLIENT'S RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THE STABILITY, RESISTANCE AND FLATNESS OF THE STRUCTURES AND TERRAIN ON WHICH PALAMATIC'S EQUIPMENT WILL BE MOUNTED. THESE STRUCTURES AND TERRAIN MUST BE ABLE TO WITHSTAND THE DIFFERENT LOADS AND CONSTRAINTS BROUGHT ON BY THESE EQUIPMENTS.

---

ENTRETIEN FILTRE / FILTER MAINTENANCE:

---

This drawing is the property of the company Palamatic - it cannot be copied or used without authorization.

---

This plan is the property of the company Palamatic - it cannot be copied or used without authorization.